04

02
03

01 Ashwood | 02 Silver Maple with Riser Lights | 03 Silver Maple with Evolutions RailTM Contemporary
Style in Brick and Black Composite Balusters | 04 Mocha with Pecan Accents | 05 Tigerwood

05
YOU’RE AN INDIVIDUAL, so why not create an outdoor living space that
fits your life, the way you want. TimberTech® offers a variety of products
that can help you BUILD YOUR LIFE FROM THE DECK UP.
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01

TIMBERTECH DECK

AZEK DECK
AZEK TRIM
& MOULDING

At CPG Building Products, we take great pride in offering superior
products that are created to do just that.
With over 25 years of experience in alternative building products,
we have the expertise to deliver exceptional products for the exterior of your home and outdoor living spaces. With the combination
of the AZEK and TimberTech brands, we provide an unparalleled
portfolio of products including composite decking, capped composite decking, capped pvc decking, outdoor lighting, porch flooring,
trim and moulding, pavers, and even product specific fastening
solutions. To learn more about our TimberTech line of products,
visit www.timbertech.com, or to learn more about our AZEK line of
products, visit www.azek.com.

AZEK RAIL

As consumer preferences have evolved over the last 20 years, we
have developed innovative products to advance the category and
meet the demand of the market. We listen to your needs and extensively research the best way for us to meet your needs. We take the
time to develop products that will stand the test of time and provide
the highest quality of life for our customers because you deserve it.

TIMBERTECH RAIL
AZEK PORCH

CPG Building Products is an industry leader in every product category we offer. You can feel confident that you are partnering with a
company that has the expertise, knowledge, and innovative drive to
bring you the best possible products to turn your home into a work
of art – one that will be enjoyable and relaxing for years to come.

AZEK PAVERS
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As a homeowner, we know that you
expect great quality in what you put
on your home – a product that allows
maximum enjoyment with low
maintenance.

WHICH ONE IS RIGHT FOR YOU?

Choosing the right material for your space and lifestyle has
never been easier. TimberTech® makes it easy to compare the
different material options and choose the one that works best
for you.

Pressure Treated Wood
While the options may vary by market with significant variation in pricing, many wood options are available.
Although the charm and allure of a wood deck still attracts many traditionalists; the appeal often fades as quickly
as the wood does. With the frequent and necessary maintenance required of wood decking, homeowners begin
to regret this choice shortly after their deck surface begins to crack, splinter, warp, or cup. It is important when
making any decision about decking to consider the installation costs as well as the ongoing maintenance costs.
With this in mind, wood can become an expensive and time consuming proposition in only a few short years.
Composite (Like TimberTech®)
Composite decking is a combination of plastic and wood fiber and is more resistant to the elements than traditional wood decking. With composite decking, there are no splinters and no stress about the annual painting,
sealing or staining a wood deck requires. Composite decking also comes in a variety of colors, surface textures,
and price points. For the value conscious buyer who wants a low maintenance deck, composites are a great, practical choice. They offer all the benefits of rot-, decay- and insect resistance while providing a low
maintenance deck board.
Capped Composite (Like TimberTech®)
Capped composite decking takes performance to a whole new level by taking the core of traditional composite
decking and adding a protective non-wood, polymer cap. Capped composites offer enhanced scratch, stain and
fade resistant properties. One of the primary benefits of capped composites is the ability to produce a surface
look that closely emulates real wood – from the warmth of tropical hardwoods to the look of hand-scraped
indoor flooring. High end looks with superior performance in a variety of price points make capped composite
decking a choice to be considered by all discerning homeowners.
Capped PVC (Like AZEK®)
AZEK Capped PVC decking contains no wood fiber, and offers the broadest color assortment and natural wood
grains available. AZEK Capped PVC is ranked #1 in quality and has a crisp, unparalleled aesthetic that can’t be
found in other decking materials. It is available in a variety of price points and can be considered across most
budget ranges – especially factoring in the higher cost of ownership over 20 years that you find with other alternative materials. AZEK Capped PVC will not rot, crack, warp or splinter and does not require annual sanding,
staining or sealing, giving you piece of mind, and more time to show off your outdoor masterpiece.

Wood Plastic
Composite

Capped Wood
Plastic Composite

Capped
PVC

Year of Debut

N/A

1995

2008

2009

Maintenance

Annual Staining
& Sealing

Periodic
Cleaning

Periodic
Cleaning

Periodic
Cleaning

Aesthetics

Must be Stained
or Painted

Resembles
Wood

Real Wood
Look

Enhanced Real
Wood Look

None

25-Year Against
Material Defects,
Termites and Rotting

25-Year Against
Fade & Stain,
Material Defects,
Termites and Rotting

Limited Lifetime
Against Material
Defects, Termites
and Rotting

Approximate
Initial Upfront Cost

$3.1K - $3.9K

$4.1K - $4.7K

$4.4K - $5.3K

$5.1K - $5.7K

Approximate Cost
of Ownership Over
20-Years*

$16.5K - $18.1K

$11.1K - $11.7K

$9.5K - $10.4K

$9.9K - $10.7K

Residential
Warranty
Durability
Mold/Mildew
Resistance
Stain Resistance
Scratch Resistance
Colorfast
Splinter Free
Heat Dissipation

* Cost of Ownership is an estimate based on the average deck size of 320 sq. ft. and includes all materials and labor for
annual cleaning/staining and pressure washing.
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Trying to decide which deck material is
right for your project?

Pressure
Treated & Other
Soft Woods

IT’S EASIER THAN YOU MIGHT THINK.*
REMOVE OLD
DECK BOARDS

Save time and money using TimberTech® decking to re-plank your
existing deck instead of starting from scratch. When an old wooden
deck becomes warped, splintered, and rotten, it’s easy to re-plank
using TimberTech composite or capped composite decking.
Replacing wood decking with TimberTech decking gives you more
time to enjoy your outdoor space as yearly staining and painting will
no longer be necessary. And, as for rotting and splinters, well they
too will be a thing of the past.

01

FACE FASTEN
THE PERIMETER
BOARDS
02

FINISH LAYING ALL
SURFACE BOARDS
USING A TIMBERTECH
FASTENING SYSTEM
03
* Make sure to follow your local building code and TimberTech’s Decking Installation Guide found on TimberTech.com
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Is your wood deck falling apart, but
your substructure still good?

THINGS TO CONSIDER
Specifically designed for second-story decks, our DrySpace
drainage system collects and channels moisture from the spaces
between the planks above and turns the area below into a versatile,
sheltered space for you to enjoy.

Shown: Cedar ReliaBoard® Decking with Kona® RadianceRail® and Composite Balusters and Lighting

01

02

03

04

05

Nothing creates after-dark ambience like the warm glow of balanced
lighting. Designed specifically for TimberTech railings, decking and steps,
our award-winning lights use low-voltage, energy-efficient LED lights to let
you extend the use of your deck into the evening hours.
01 In-Deck Light
Mounts on deck surface to produce
an ambient glow. Available in
Architectural Bronze.

03 Riser Light
Gives off a soft light for added
safety on stairs. Available in
Architectural Bronze.

05 Under-Rail Light
Produces a subtle down-light glow
in between balusters. Light fixture
hides in underside of the top rail.

02 Post Cap Light
Generates a subtle glow around any
TimberTech RadianceRail® or
RadianceRail Express® Post Cap.
Post Caps sold separately.

04 Accent Light
Produces a delicate down-light on
posts. Typically used on transition
posts or near stairs for additional
safety. Available in White and
Architectural Bronze.

For more information on
TimberTech Lighting products,
visit timbertech.com.
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Will your TimberTech® deck be located
on a second story? Will you be spending
time on your deck at night?

EXPOSURE TO SUN
How much sun exposure does your deck
get everyday? What is the traffic like on
your deck?

Many questions should be considered when planning your deck
project. If your deck gets a full day of sun, you might want to
consider choosing a lighter color as lighter colors in general are
cooler to the touch than darker colors. And, our Earthwood
Evolutions® collection offers a 25-year limited residential fade
and stain warranty.

Shown: Sandy Birch Decking with Brown Oak Accents, Kona® RadianceRail® with Square Aluminum Balusters and Lighting

Beat the afternoon sun by adding a custom screen built from TimberTech® post sleeves and Brown Oak Fascia.
Add Post Cap Lights for extra elegance at night.

TimberTech products are made from the highest
quality materials that are designed to provide years
of use and enjoyment. TimberTech decking and
railing products are covered by a 25-year limited
warranty for residential applications and a 10-year
limited warranty for commercial applications.
TimberTech Earthwood Evolutions® decking is also
covered by a 25-year residential limited fade and
stain warranty. The products are guaranteed against
termites, checking, splitting, decay, rot and splintering. Depending on environmental conditions, colors
may change over time, consistent with the warranty
guarantees where applicable. For a complete copy of
TimberTech warranties, visit timbertech.com.
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Shown: Pacific Rosewood Decking with White RadianceRail®, Composite Balusters and Lighting

THE PERFECT SHADE
GRAY

BEIGE AND RED

02

03

04

Sophisticated and earthy, gray can tone down or intensify the impact of
surrounding colors. These shades create a palette that can homogenize
or contrast color, texture and pattern. These stone and weathered wood
influenced colors make a beautifully subtle statement.

05

01 ReliaBoard® Gray | 02 TwinFinish® & DockSider® Gray |
03 Silver Maple | 04 Stone Ash | 05 Ashwood

01

02

07

08

Predictable and welcoming, these wood influenced hues can support a
wide range of color accents. These browns can be luxurious as well as
wholesome and versatile. They convey a feeling of calm and comfort in a
palette that is familiar to nature.
06 Tigerwood | 07 Pacific Teak | 08 Pecan

04

Beige - These neutrals are calm and relaxing and are the most popular in today’s homes. This color
family easily coordinates with a wide variety of other hues and materials. Newer interpretations are
more saturated and provide more contrast.
Red - A historically based, traditional Americana color family that reflects friendliness. These warm,
mineral based colors pair well with pastels and vivid accents as well as established traditional tones.
01 Sandy Birch | 02 ReliaBoard® Cedar | 03 TwinFinish® & DockSider® Cedar | 04 Pacific Rosewood

LIGHT & MEDIUM BROWN

06

03

DARK BROWN

05

06

07

08

Rustic and refined, these earthy colors provide warmth and reliability in both traditional and contemporary designs. These browns can be the foundation for various color schemes and complement
metal finishes well. Quietly confident, they provide a rich background for gathering and socializing.
05 Pacific Walnut | 06 Brown Oak | 07 Mocha | 08 Rustic Elm
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WHAT IS YOUR

PRODUCT SUGGESTIONS
CASUAL CONTEMPORARY

Primary
Decking Color:
Mocha
Ashwood

Accent Decking
Color:
Tigerwood
Stone Ash

Railing:
Evolutions Rail™ Contemporary Style in Black
CableRail or Aluminum Balusters to match

From Casual Contemporary to Coastal,
let us help you choose the products that
best match the style you are trying to
achieve. For more detailed information,
visit timbertech.com/Style

Other:
Use In-Deck lights on the perimeter of the
deck or along walkways to give your space a
modern flair.

We make it easy for you to make your deck a reflection of your own
personal style. Choose from one of the five styles here, or mix them
together for a unique personal touch. Then, let us show you the best
decking and railing products to use to get the look you want.

Shown: Ashwood Decking and Lighting

02

03

01 Casual Contemporary
This style uses reclaimed wood, brick,
and old furniture to make a statement.
These rustic materials are mixed with
plastics, aluminum and other low luster
metals for a contrast that adds character. The textiles used with this style are
made of natural looking materials with
natural looking patterns. Accessories
add a punch of color and are made from
materials like ceramic and concrete.

03 Eclectic
This style mixes scale, color, pattern,
and finishes to create a unique look.
Furniture and accessories do not match,
instead they are a mix of repurposed
materials in both bold colors and soft
vintage hues. Aged metal finishes are
mixed with satin nickel and oil rubbed
bronze. The addition of whimsical and
unique accents are very common and
used for personal expression.

02 Traditional
This style has been updated to maintain relevance today. It uses materials
like wicker, teak, wrought iron and
powder coated aluminum metal finishes. Patterns include florals, botanicals
and stripes in traditional colors. Updated Traditional mixes antiques and
reproductions with more contemporary
elements in a diverse color palette and
pattern mix. This mix helps create a
more contemporary design statement.

04 Americana
This style uses natural materials with
simple shaker style shapes and freshly
painted finishes on rough backgrounds.
Prints and patterns include a mix of
small and large prints like florals and
stripes. Turned spindle furniture legs
and architectural trim details are used
for character. Traditional colors like
ocher, sienna and burnt umber are
mixed with new accents of brighter
blues and greens.

04

05

TRADITIONAL

05 Coastal - uses wicker, rattan and
worn weathered wood in both natural
and whitewashed finishes. Accents
include found objects like beach glass,
rocks and wood. Patterns and motifs
are traditional and include stripes,
checks, and nautical icons like fish,
shells, coral, and rope. Colors include
ocean blues, navy, lake greens, gray and
white.

Primary
Decking Color:
Pacific Rosewood
Tigerwood

Accent
Decking Color:
Pecan
Mocha

Railing:
RadianceRail® in Black or Kona®
Glass Kit or Composite Balusters in Black
Other:
Use Accent Lights in architectural bronze on
your post sleeves, especially around stairs or
sitting areas. Use architectural bronze Riser
Lights on every other riser. If more lighting is
desired, you can add Post Cap Lights to each
post.
Shown: Tigerwood Decking with Black RadianceRail
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01

ECLECTIC

Primary
Decking Color:
Tigerwood
Stone Ash

Accent
Decking Color:
Pacific Rosewood
Sandy Birch

COASTAL

Primary
Decking Color:
Silver Maple
DockSider® Gray
Pacific Rosewood

Railing:
Evolutions Rail™ Contemporary in Black
RadianceRail® in Slate Gray
Glass Infill or Aluminum Balusters

Railing:
RadianceRail® in White
White Composite Balusters or Glass Infill

Other:
For a unique look, add the Bench and Planter
kit with Titanium hardware offered by our
sister brand, AZEK Building Products and
create an abundance of outdoor seating that is
perfect for entertaining.
Shown: Tigerwood Decking with Black RadianceRail

AMERICANA

Accent
Decking Color:
Stone Ash
ReliaBoard® Gray
Pacific Rosewood

Other:
Use Post Cap Lights on each post to create a
soft ambiance and relaxing feel.

Shown: Pacific Rosewood with Brick Evolutions Rail

Primary
Decking Color:
Pecan
Pacific Walnut

Accent
Decking Color:
Mocha
Rustic Elm

Railing:
Evolutions Rail™ Contemporary in
Traditional Walnut
Composite Balusters in Black
Composite Balusters in Traditional Walnut

TO GET MORE INFORMATION ON
YOUR PERSONAL STYLE, VISIT
TIMBERTECH.COM/STYLE

Other:
Use Under-Rail lighting to create a soft glow
throughout your entire deck space.
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Shown: Tigerwood Decking

TimberTech offers a variety of decking
collections and colors in both traditional
composite as well as capped composite.
It has never been easier to choose the
one that is right for you.

Capped Composites - Earthwood Evolutions®:
Legacy Collection
Tropical Collection
Terrain Collection
Traditional Composites:
ReliaBoard®
TwinFinish®
DockSider®

MOCHA WITH PECAN ACCENTS
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All TimberTech Decking is Made in the USA.

LEGACY
COLLECTION
MOCHA

PECAN
D

C

TIGERWOOD

ASHWOOD
B

Extend your indoor style and personality to your outdoor living experience.
TimberTech’s Legacy Collection has the appearance of beautiful handscraped hardwood that is unique to any other decking. This timeless style will
adapt to any décor from rustic and traditional to eclectic and contemporary.

A

A Deck shown in Mocha with Pecan accents, Kona® 		
RadianceRail with Round Aluminum Balusters
and Lighting.
B Add Riser Lights to stairs for added safety.

D Add In-Deck lights to the perimeter of your deck 		
or along a walkway for a unique look
Shown: Tigerwood Decking, Black RadianceRail® with Glass and Lighting

Shown: Ashwood Decking and Lighting

Unique color variations within each board of the Legacy Collection are
designed to emulate the natural aesthetics of exotic hardwoods.
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C Alternate the color and direction of the boards		
to create an inlay design.

TROPICAL
COLLECTION
PACIFIC ROSEWOOD

PACIFIC TEAK

B

PACIFIC WALNUT

A
C

A sun-soaked spectrum of tropical tones evokes the atmosphere of a
beach-side, ocean-view retreat. The multi-color streaking in each board
creates an authentic grain pattern, inviting you to relax and enjoy your
personal tropical paradise.

A Deck shown in Pacific Walnut with Silver Maple accents.
Traditional Walnut Evolutions Rail™ Contemporary with Cable.
B Build your deck around an existing mature tree and get the
shade you are looking for without using bulky umbrellas.

Shown: Pacific Teak Decking with Pacific Walnut Accents,
Kona® RadianceRail® with Black Composite Balusters and Lighting

Shown: Pacific Rosewood Decking, Brick
Evolutions Rail Contemporary with Cable
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C Use a contrasting color on the stairs for added aesthetic appeal.

TERRAIN
COLLECTION

B

C

BROWN OAK

VARIEGATED COLOR

SILVER MAPLE

VARIEGATED COLOR

SANDY BIRCH

STONE ASH

A

RUSTIC ELM
The timeless appeal of the earthy tones in the Terrain Collection make for
captivating choices. The scalloped bottom edge offers an affordable alternative with the same superior quality and low-maintenance that homeowners
have come to expect from TimberTech capped composites.

Shown: Silver Maple Decking and Brick Evolutions Rail™
Contemporary with Black Composite Balusters

Shown: Silver Maple Decking and Brick Evolutions
Rail Contemporary with Black Composite Balusters

B Extend your rail posts and add riser boards to create a built-in
screen from the afternoon sun. Use canvas drop cloths for an
outdoor curtain with a natural look.
C Use coordinating Fascia to create a privacy wall.
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A Deck shown in Sandy Birch with Brown Oak accents, Kona®
RadianceRail® with Square Aluminum Balusters and Lighting

RELIABOARD®

C

CEDAR

GRAY
B

Value-conscious homeowners choose ReliaBoard for its traditional,
wood-like look and low-maintenance. With such a surprisingly affordable
alternative, there’s simply no reason to settle for staining, sealing, splinters
and constant upkeep.

A Deck shown in Cedar, Kona® RadianceRail® with
Kona Composite Balusters and Lighting.
B Add a custom built bench to your deck for added seating while
entertaining.

Shown: Cedar Decking

Shown: Cedar Decking, Kona RadianceRail with
Kona Composite Balusters and Lighting
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C Multi-level decks can create designated “rooms” for grilling,
eating and even lounging.

A

TWINFINISH®
& DOCKSIDER®
CEDAR

B

GRAY
TwinFinish is designed for versatility and expression – with the top side
displaying our authentic, slip-resistant VertiGrain surface, and the bottom
a serrated texture that’s ideal for contrasting accents, built-ins, benches and
boxes. TwinFinish composite decking is sure to complement any outdoor
space while allowing you to add your own personal style.

C

A

DockSider is perfect for heavy-use public places like theme parks, stadiums
and hotels. Its robust, splinter-resistant surface and unique, 24-inch
on-center span deliver decades of durable, low-maintenance performance.
Whether it’s a backyard deck, a yacht club marina or a seaside boardwalk,
DockSider offers a clear superior alternative.

A Deck shown in TwinFinish Cedar
B Curved seating

Shown: Gray DockSider Decking

Shown: Gray TwinFinish Decking
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C Built in planter boxes

RELIABOARD®

LEGACY
MOCHA

Plank
Dimensions

ASHWOOD

PECAN
Plank
Dimensions

CEDAR

TIGERWOOD

Square Shouldered
Lengths
12'

0.94" x
5.360"

Grooved Lengths

12"
Fascia

7¼"
Riser

16'

20'

12'

16'

20'

12'

12'

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

TROPICAL
PACIFIC ROSEWOOD

0.94" x
5.360"

Square Shouldered
Lengths
12'

16'

20'

•

•

•

Grooved Lengths
12'

16'

20'

12"
Fascia

7¼"
Riser

12'

12'

12"
Fascia

7¼"
Riser

TWINFINISH®
CEDAR
Plank
Dimensions

PACIFIC WALNUT

GRAY

GRAY
Square Shouldered
Lengths
12'

1" x 5.360"

Grooved Lengths

16'

20'

12'

16'

20'

12'

12'

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

PACIFIC TEAK
Plank
Dimensions

Square Shouldered
Lengths
12'

0.94" x
5.360"

Grooved Lengths

12"
Fascia

7¼"
Riser

16'

20'

12'

16'

20'

12'

12'

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

DOCKSIDER®
CEDAR

TERRAIN

Plank
Dimensions

BROWN OAK

1.25" x 5.5"

STONE ASH

Square Shouldered
Lengths
12'

16'

20'

•

•

•

Grooved Lengths
12'

16'

20'

12"
Fascia

7¼"
Riser

12'

12'

While the Product is designed to resist fading, no material is fade proof when
subjected to years of exposure to ultraviolet (UV) rays and the elements. For
more details visit www.timbertech.com/warranty-and-care.

RUSTIC ELM

SILVER MAPLE

GRAY

Plank
Dimensions
0.94" x
5.360"

Square Shouldered
Lengths
12'

Grooved Lengths

12"
Fascia

7¼"
Riser

16'

20'

12'

16'

20'

12'

12'

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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SANDY BIRCH

HIGHER

All TimberTech Deck colors are made
from the highest quality materials. Our
capped composite boards add a unique
protective polymer shell for increased
protection against the elements.
Differences in material technologies and
manufacturing processes drive the
multiple price points.

RAIL STYLE

BALUSTERS
CABLE & GLASS

HIGHER

COMPARE BY

CABLERAIL BY FEENEY®
RADIANCERAIL®
DockSider®
Gray

DockSider®
Cedar

GLASS KIT (Glass not included)
Legacy
Tigerwood

Legacy
Ashwood

Legacy
Pecan

Legacy
Mocha

EVOLUTIONS RAIL™
CONTEMPORARY STYLE
Tropical
Pacific Teak

Tropical
Pacific Walnut

Tropical
Pacific Rosewood

COMPOSITE BALUSTERS

TwinFinish®
Cedar

TwinFinish®
Gray

RADIANCERAIL EXPRESS®
ALUMINUM BALUSTERS

LOWER

Terrain
Stone Ash

Terrain
Brown Oak

Terrain
Rustic Elm

Terrain
Sandy Birch

ReliaBoard®
Gray

GRAY

EVOLUTIONS RAIL™
BUILDER STYLE

ReliaBoard®
Cedar

BEIGE

LIGHT & MEDIUM
BROWN

DARK
BROWN

RED

METAL BALUSTERS

(Evolutions Rail Builder style only)

Style and versatility are the two primary factors contributing to the multiple price points
of TimberTech Rail. RadianceRail and Evolutions Rail Contemporary offer two unique
looks but offer the versatility of 5 infill options. RadianceRail Express and Evolutions
Rail Builder are designed for more value-conscious homeowners. Infill options are more
limited, but they still come in a variety of color options to fit your style.
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Terrain
Silver Maple

LOWER

(Square and round)

PACIFIC ROSEWOOD DECKING WITH WHITE RADIANCERAIL AND LIGHTING

RadianceRail®
RadianceRail Express®
Evolutions Rail™ | Contemporary Style
Evolutions Rail™ | Builder Style
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Contemporary or traditional? Classic or
cutting-edge? TimberTech® has the most
extensive and versatile collection of
railing options for you to consider.

RADIANCERAIL®
Smooth lines. Classic colors. Visible elegance. Invisible hardware. Our most
popular railing adds a distinctive profile and sturdy, high-end presence to
any deck. RadianceRail is offered in six colors with five infill options;
composite balusters, square aluminum balusters, round aluminum balusters,
cable, and glass kit. Mix and match in a myriad of combinations to suit your
personal style. Choose from a variety of our lighting options or create
custom curves to match virtually any deck shape. All colors of RadianceRail
are available in 6' and 8' sections. In addition, white and black are available
in 10' sections.

MOUNTAIN
CEDAR

SLATE GRAY

BROWNSTONE

KONA®

BLACK

WHITE

01 Choose your Color

02 Choose Balusters, CableRail or Glass

COMPOSITE BALUSTERS

ALUMINUM BALUSTERS
(SQUARE & ROUND)

CABLERAIL BY FEENEY®

GLASS KIT
(GLASS NOT INCLUDED)

03 Choose your lighting (see page 11 for more details)
Shown: Black RadianceRail with Cable and Lighting

Shown: White RadianceRail with Round
Aluminum Balusters and Lighting
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Shown: Black RadianceRail with Cable and Pacific Walnut Decking

RADIANCERAIL
EXPRESS®
Specifically designed for quick and easy installation with our 4" x 4" post
sleeves, RadianceRail Express offers a high-quality, capped composite railing
system that has the solid feel and look of painted wood. At a surprisingly
affordable price, RadianceRail Express is a must have for the valueconscious homeowner. All colors of RadianceRail Express are available
in 6' and 8' sections.

KONA®

BLACK

WHITE

01 Choose your Color

02 Balusters Available

Shown: White RadianceRail Express with Gray ReliaBoard® Decking

COMPOSITE BALUSTERS

Shown: White RadianceRail Express

Shown: Kona® RadianceRail Express with
Black Composite Balusters
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03 Choose your lighting (see page 11 for more details)

EVOLUTIONSRAIL™
CONTEMPORARY
High-style, modern aesthetics meets low-maintenance sensibility. Evolutions Rail is a composite railing system that offers the best view of your surroundings and features a sleek, continuous top rail, uninterrupted by posts.
This system is also designed to accommodate your choice of five dramatic
infill options: stainless steel cable, square aluminum balusters, round aluminum balusters, glass channel kit or composite balusters.

TRADITIONAL
WALNUT

BRICK

CLASSIC BLACK

01 Choose your Color

02 Choose Balusters, CableRail or Glass

Shown: Classic Black Evolutions Rail Contemporary
with Round Aluminum Balusters

Shown: Brick Evolutions Rail Contemporary
with Cable surface mounted to concrete using the
Secure Mount Post (page 25)

COMPOSITE BALUSTERS

ALUMINUM BALUSTERS
(SQUARE & ROUND)

CABLERAIL BY FEENEY®

GLASS KIT
(GLASS NOT INCLUDED)

03 Choose your lighting (see page 11 for more details)
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Shown: Brick Evolutions Rail Contemporary with Cable and Pacific Rosewood Decking

EVOLUTIONSRAIL™
BUILDER
Some simply love the dramatic lines – others appreciate a practical place
to set drinks or small plates. Designed for value-conscious homeowners,
Evolutions Rail Builder Style offers the same clean, flat, continuous top rail
design in an affordable alternative with metal infill.

TRADITIONAL
WALNUT

BRICK

CLASSIC BLACK

01 Choose your Color

02 Choose Balusters or Glass

Shown: Classic Black Evolutions Rail Builder with Pacific Walnut Top Rail , Round Metal Balusters and Pacific Walnut Decking

METAL BALUSTERS

GLASS KIT
(GLASS NOT INCLUDED)

Shown: Classic Black Evolutions Rail Builder with Pacific Walnut Top Rail,
Round Metal Balusters and Pacific Walnut Decking

Shown: Classic Black Evolutions Rail Builder with
Pacific Walnut Top Rail, Round Metal Balusters and
Pacific Walnut Decking
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03 Choose your lighting (see page 11 for more details)

EVOLUTIONSRAIL™ CONTEMPORARY
Evolutions Rail™ Contemporary

RADIANCERAIL

®

WHITE

BLACK

BROWNSTONE

SLATE GRAY

KONA

MOUNTAIN
CEDAR

6’

8’

Complete Kits (White Only)

•

•

Rail Packs*

•

•

•

Custom Rail Packs

•

•

•

10’*

16’

•
36"

42"

Composite Balusters

•

•

Aluminum Balusters - Straight (Round & Square)

•

•

Aluminum Balusters - Stair (Round & Square)

•

•

CableRail Hardware Kit

•

•

Composite Balusters**

•

•

Aluminum Balusters - Straight (Round & Square)

•

•

Aluminum Balusters - Stair (Round & Square)

•

•

CableRail Hardware Kit

•

•

CableRail Intermediate Baluster (Straight & Stair)

•

•

100'

500'

•

•

White

Black

Post Caps

•

6' Glass Kit (Glass not included)

•

•

Post Skirts

•

Gate Hardware Kit

•

•
42"

8'

CableRail Intermediate Baluster (Straight & Stair)

•

Post Skirts

•

Rail Packs for Stairs

Post Sleeves - 4" x 4"

10’

BuilderBoard

•

Post Caps

•

Post Skirts

•

•

•

12'

5" X 5"

8’

•

•

8'

5" X 5"

16’

Metal Balusters Straight

•

•

Metal Balusters Stair

•

•

White

Black

•

•
42"

8'

•

•

4" X 4"
12'

10’
42"

Post Sleeves - 5" x 5"

•

4" X 4"

8'

6’

39"

•
•

42"

Length

6' Glass Kit (Glass not included)
42"

42"

•

36"

16’

36"
39"

•

BRICK

EVOLUTIONSRAIL™ BUILDER

•

Composite Balusters (Hollow)

Black

4" X 4"

Length
•

White

Post Sleeves - 5" x 5"

Evolutions Rail™ Builder

•

•

39"

RADIANCERAIL EXPRESS®
Rail Packs

•

6' Glass Kit (Glass not included)

*10' Rail Packs will only be available in White and Black
** Also available in heights to provide a less than 2” gap from deck surface to bottom rail.

8’

•
500'

Stainless Steel Cable

5" X 5"

6’

•
100'

TRADITIONAL
WALNUT

•

Post Caps

RadianceRail Express®

CLASSIC
BLACK

12'

•
4" X 4"

BLACK

•

16’

42"

Post Sleeves - 5" x 5"

KONA®

•

10’

36"

39"

WHITE

8’

Top Rail

Length

Stainless Steel Cable
®

6’

CLASSIC
BLACK

TRADITIONAL
WALNUT

12'
BRICK

5" X 5"

Post Caps

•

Post Skirts

•

TimberTech products are designed to resist fading. Depending on environmental
conditions, colors may change over time, consistent with the warranty guarantees
where applicable.
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RadianceRail®

Rail Packs

Length

& FINISHING
TOUCHES
For more information on the custom gate shown here, visit: timbertech.com/products/finishing-touches/gates/

01

02

03

04

Before

01
01 CONCEALoc®
TimberTech’s CONCEALoc hidden
fastener system is designed to combine
the ease of installation with the look
of a fastener-free surface. Compatible
with the FastenMaster® Tiger Claw
Gun.

03

02

02 Cortex®
Designed exclusively for TimberTech
planks, TimberTech Cortex provides
a discrete, hidden fastening solution
for perimeter boards and stairs. Not
designed for use with Reliaboard®
or Terrain.

03
03 TOPLoc*
TOPLoc face and fascia fastening
systems come in colors to coordinate
with all TimberTech boards and are
designed to minimize mushrooming.
Backed with a 25-year limited warranty.
Also available in stainless steel.
* Reg. U.S. Pat. & Trademark Office

06

After

07

01 Gates
Gate kits are
available exclusively
for RadianceRail®, but
custom orders can be
placed for gates in other
TimberTech railing styles.
Gate products are for
decorative use only.

02 ADA Hand Rail System
Designed to work with all
of the TimberTech railing
systems, this addition
meets the requirements
of the Americans with
Disabilities Act. Available
in White and Black.

03 Evolutions
BuilderBoard®
Available in Classic Black,
Traditional Walnut and
Brick.

05 Fascia
Gives your deck a finishing
touch with various color
options that coordinate
with TimberTech deck
boards.

06 End Coat
Designed to match all
TimberTech colors, end
coat paint serves as an
aesthetic finish to complete
the look of exposed end
cuts.

07 Secure Mount PostTM
& Deck Mounting Kit
This kit is designed to
allow TimberTech railing
installations on decks or
concrete surfaces – no
treated 4x4 post required.

04 Riser
Designed for use as a
riser for stairs and
available in matching
colors for TimberTech
deck planks.
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05

ADDITIONAL WAYS TO GET INFORMATION
TimberTech makes it easy to get all of the information you need to
design, plan and build your perfect deck. We offer a variety of resources for you to use throughout the process so you’ll always have
the answer you need.

Have a decking question? Ask Us. We know building a deck is
a big project and can be complicated – maybe even a little intimidating. What materials to use, how much will it cost, who
will build it – just a few of the questions you need answered. As
decking experts with a passion for outdoor living, we created this
site so you can do just that – ask us any question about your deck
project or our products. We’ll get the straight answers to help you
make the right choices for your new deck.

01 Photo & Video Gallery
Get inspired and browse
our collection of photos
and videos.

01

02

02 iPad® App
Get the best in App
technology. Download
the TimberTech iPad
App and start imagining
your perfect deck today.

04
AZEK RAIL

AZEK DECK
AZEK PAVERS

AZEK PORCH

2015 Technical Product Guide
TIMBERTECH DECK

05

TIMBERTECH LIGHTING

The deck applications depicted in this brochure are for display purposes only and not for the purpose of validating the
suitability, warrantability or safety of any particular installation or application of the product. Always consult TimberTech’s Installation Instructions as well as local building codes to ensure proper installation. Shown: TimberTech
Legacy in Tigerwood with AZEK Premier Rail in Kona® and Round Aluminum Balusters.

03

03 Deck Designer
Design your dream deck
online with our free design
tool. Create, change and
save as many designs as
you’d like.

AZEK TRIM
& MOULDING

TIMBERTECH FASTENING
TIMBERTECH RAIL

06

04 Installation Help
We offer a variety of installation
guides and videos that walk you
through the process of installing
TimberTech products.

05 Technical Guide
Get technical information for
all TimberTech products in the
NEW 2015 Technical Product
Guide online. To download visit
timbertech.com/technicalguide

06 Samples
Visit our online store and order
a variety of 2ft. samples of your
choice.

Make sure to follow your local building code and TimberTech’s Decking Installation Guide found on
TimberTech.com For more information visit TimberTech.com or call 1-800-307-7780.
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Looking for additional information as
you plan for your perfect deck?

